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Abstract: Chronic pain is largely underdiagnosed, often undertreated, and expected to increase as the American population ages. Many patients with chronic pain require long-term treatment with analgesic medications, and pain management may involve use of prescription opioids for patients whose pain is inadequately controlled through other therapies. Yet because of the potential for abuse and addiction, many clinicians hesitate to treat their patients with pain with potentially beneficial agents. Finding the right opioid for the right patient is the first – often complicated – step. Ensuring that patients continue to properly use the medication while achieving therapeutic analgesic effects is the long-term goal. Combined with careful patient selection and ongoing monitoring, new formulations using extended-release technologies incorporating tamper-resistant features may help combat the growing risk of abuse or misuse, which will hopefully reduce individual suffering and the societal burden of chronic pain. The objective of this manuscript is to provide an update on extended-release opioids and to provide clinicians with a greater understanding of which patients might benefit from these new opioid formulations and how to integrate the recommended monitoring for abuse potential into clinical practice.
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Introduction
Chronic pain is a societal problem that is likely to become increasingly significant with the aging of the American population. The most recent estimate from the Institute of Medicine suggests that at least 100 million American adults have chronic pain: more than those affected by heart disease, cancer, and diabetes combined. It is believed that 25% of American adults are affected by moderate to severe chronic pain, and 6%–13% of adults report severe disabling pain. The prevalence of chronic pain appears to be higher among women than men, and seems to increase with age. Chronic pain interferes with quality of life (QoL) and sleep; it leads to diminished cognitive function, impaired relationships, decreased productivity, and increased mental health concerns, particularly anxiety and depression.

Despite its high prevalence, chronic pain remains underdiagnosed and undertreated. More than half of patients with pain are managed by their primary care physician; only 2% are managed by a pain specialist. Paradoxically, while nearly half of all patients with chronic pain receive inadequate analgesia, the use of prescription opioids for pain management has escalated to approximately 20% of all prescriptions. These findings suggest that some patients are receiving a disproportionately large amount of analgesics while others remain undertreated.
Most patients with chronic pain receive long-term treatment with analgesic medications. Opioids are suggested when other, less problematic approaches are ineffective or poorly tolerated, or if the benefit–risk of their use is surpassed by opioids. However, there are issues associated with long-term opioid therapy for chronic noncancer pain, particularly with respect to the risk of tolerance, dependence, or abuse. While it is broadly accepted that chronic opioid therapy is associated with the development of tolerance, the exact nature of this and the extent to which it may limit the clinical utility of opioid therapy are still poorly characterized. Evidence of long-term improvements in functional activity is also inconclusive, and the continuing effectiveness of opioids taken chronically is difficult to quantify, as the quality of long-term efficacy studies varies widely. However, despite these concerns, multiple expert panels have concluded that chronic opioid therapy can be effective for patients with chronic noncancer pain who are carefully selected and monitored.

The introduction of new extended-release (ER) formulations has provided physicians with a range of management options. More recently, a selection of putative abuse-deterrent formulations (ADFs) of these agents have also been employed. Early data suggest that these formulations may be impacting abuse specific to individual drugs, although no impact on community rates of abuse has so far been reported. The objective of this review is to provide an update on ER opioids and to furnish clinicians with a greater understanding of which patients might benefit from these new opioid formulations and how recommended monitoring for abuse potential may be integrated into clinical practice.

Managing chronic pain with extended-release opioids

Several well-described reasons have been identified for limiting prescription of opioids for patients who might benefit from them. Clinicians are especially reluctant to prescribe opioid analgesics because of regulatory oversight concerns, documentation requirements, fear of abuse potential, and lack of foundational knowledge regarding these agents. Consequently, nearly one in three clinicians do not initiate opioid therapy. Recent data suggest this fear or lack of understanding exists across various diseases and clinical environments. For example, a recent study showed that one-third of patients with invasive cancer pain had inadequate analgesic prescribing, and minorities were twice as likely not to receive adequate pain medication. Furthermore, some patients may choose to live with some degree of chronic pain for various reasons (eg, to avoid common side effects of opioids or other analgesics). Patient-centered care must therefore encourage greater understanding of the appropriate use of opioids, to enable more patients with chronic pain to receive analgesia that is adequate for their requirements and to experience improvements in work capacity, functioning, and QoL, while minimizing abuse potential.

Pharmacokinetics of extended-release formulations

Prescription opioids can be categorized according to several different parameters, including affinity and selectivity for opioid receptors, pharmacodynamic effects, and pharmacokinetic profiles. Most commercially available prescription opioids exert clinical effects via interactions with mu-opioid receptors and produce a constellation of typical opioid-mediated effects, including analgesia, sedation, nausea, constipation, and (potential) elevations in mood. Regarding their relative ability to produce such effects, opioid analgesics are categorized as either weak (eg, codeine, hydrocodone plus acetaminophen, and tramadol) or strong (eg, oxycodone, hydromorphone, morphine, fentanyl, and oxymorphone). Prescription opioids are available as immediate-release (IR) or ER formulations, distinguishing features that have relevance for their clinical utility. As with IR opioids, which typically have clinical effect for 3–6 hours, common side effects with ER formulations include constipation, nausea, and somnolence. In addition, respiratory depression and risk of death from overdose have been directly associated with higher opioid doses.

Compared with IR formulations, ER formulations are specifically designed to allow a controlled release of the active agent to provide relatively consistent and prolonged plasma drug levels with lower maximum concentration ($C_{\text{max}}$) and fewer peak-to-trough fluctuations (Figure 1). $C_{\text{max}}$ To prevent gaps in pain relief, IR formulations require regular administration every 4–6 hours, and consequently produce numerous peaks and troughs in plasma drug levels throughout the day. In contrast, ER formulations are dosed less frequently (one to three times per day or fewer), allowing for less fluctuation and affording an elongated duration within the therapeutic window. In addition, a lower maximum daily dose has been associated with a reduced risk of respiratory depression and overdose. The time to peak blood concentration level ($T_{\text{max}}$) is generally longer with ER formulations, a parameter that may confer a reduced abuse liability when intact tablets are taken whole (see below). Two separate surveys, one sent to patients and the other to physicians, concluded that
the two most important factors when selecting an opioid are the ability to relieve pain and the duration of pain relief. Studies demonstrate that duration of stable blood plasma levels is significantly correlated with the overall duration of analgesia.

Extended-release opioid formulations

A number of oral and transdermal ER opioid formulations are currently available (Table 1). Clinically important differences focus on the pharmacokinetics of individual agents and the benefits related to specific formulations. Potency, defined as the dose required to produce a given effect, is typically compared relative to morphine and differs not only between agents but also by both route of administration and whether the formulation is IR or ER. Recent additions to the pharmacologic armamentarium include formulations designed to reduce abuse liability among the subset of people who manipulate existing formulations to obtain a faster or greater opioid response; although these ADFs cannot reduce or eliminate all means for opioid abuse, they may help deter particular forms of opioid abuse among specific populations.

Morphine

Morphine is considered the prototype of pure mu-agonist opioids. Oral controlled-, extended-, and sustained-release morphine formulations are available in the United States as tablets or capsules. Recent additions include a once-daily capsule formulation containing both IR and ER beads that release morphine in a distinct time-dependent manner using a spheroidal oral drug-absorption system, or SODAS (Avinza; King Pharmaceuticals, Bristol, TN, USA), and a once- or twice-
daily ER capsule (Kadian; Actavis Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ, USA). The once-daily formulation provides the same total systemic exposure over 24 hours as the twice-daily formulation, but with different pharmacokinetics, including a lower \( C_{\text{max}} \) and higher \( C_{\text{min}} \), resulting in reduced peak-to-trough fluctuations compared with the twice-daily formulation.\(^{27,68,69}\) The controlled-release (MS Contin; Purdue Pharma, Stamford, CT, USA) and sustained-release formulations (Oramorph SR; Xanodyne Pharmaceuticals, Newport, KY, USA) are dosed every 12 hours but can be dosed every 8 hours for patients whose pain is not fully controlled over the 12-hour release time.\(^{57,58}\) An ADF that combines morphine sulfate with naltrexone hydrochloride has been developed, but is not currently being marketed (Embeda; King Pharmaceuticals).\(^{55}\) For all available morphine formulations, studies suggest that food impacts the pharmacokinetics, predominantly by increasing \( T_{\text{max}} \), although some research suggests that food can also increase the area under the curve \( \text{AUC} \) \( \text{C}_{\text{max}} \) for IR and specific ER morphine formulations.\(^{14}\)

### Oxymorphone

Oxymorphone is a semisynthetic opioid agonist with approximately two to three times greater analgesic potency and a more rapid onset of action compared with morphine.\(^{70,71}\) Originally, an ER matrix formulation using the TIMERx (Endo Pharmaceuticals, Chadds Ford, PA, USA) delivery system slowly releases oxymorphone over 12 hours to afford consistent plasma levels with low peak-to-trough fluctuations. Studies suggest a reasonable oral morphine: oxymorphone equianalgesic potency ratio of 2–3:1.\(^{59,60}\) A recently released putative ADF of oxymorphone ER (Opana ER; Endo Pharmaceuticals, Chadds Ford, PA, USA), in which the active drug is embedded in a hard polymer matrix (INTAC; Grünenthal, Aachen, Germany) is currently marketed in the United States.\(^{59,72}\) Clinical studies suggest these two oxymorphone ER formulations are bioequivalent and have similar safety profiles.\(^{72}\) Modest alcohol consumption (modeled using 240 mL of 4% ethanol) along with oxymorphone ER tablets does not appear to have an effect, whereas moderate alcohol use or abuse (modeled using 240 mL of 20% and 40% ethanol, respectively) may produce meaningful consequences.\(^{73}\) Coadministration of oxymorphone ER with 20% or 40% ethanol increased \( C_{\text{max}} \) levels by an average of 31% and 70%, respectively, and the median \( T_{\text{max}} \) was shortened by 30 minutes.\(^{59,73}\)

### Hydromorphone

A new once-daily, oral osmotic pump (OROS; Alza, Mountain View, CA, USA) formulation of the semisynthetic opioid hydromorphone (Exalgo, Mallinckrodt Brand Pharmaceuticals, Hazelwood, MO, USA) was approved in 2010 by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).\(^{60}\) This ADF provides relatively constant steady-state concentrations over 24 hours, equivalent AUCs, and a 26% lower \( C_{\text{max}} \) and 43% higher \( C_{\text{min}} \) compared with an IR hydromorphone formulation.\(^{74,75}\) Bioavailability is only minimally affected by food or alcohol.\(^{76}\) This formulation has low plasma protein binding and low probability of interfering with the metabolism of other drugs.\(^{76,77}\) Research has demonstrated comparable steady-state plasma drug concentrations and bioequivalence between the OROS ER and IR formulations, with substantially smaller peak-to-trough fluctuations associated with OROS ER compared with IR hydromorphone formulations (61% vs 172%, respectively).\(^{74}\) The hard exterior of the tablet has been shown to withstand significant force, minimizing its ability to be intentionally manipulated through biting or chewing.\(^{78}\) In addition, after milling the tablet, only 30% of active ingredient could be recovered, minimizing the appeal of bolus doses through this form of manipulation.\(^{79}\) When switching to OROS hydromorphone from morphine sulfate, the relative potency dose ratio is 5:1 (HM:MS).\(^{75,79}\)

### Tapentadol

Tapentadol has a dual mechanism of action: it is a mu-opioid receptor agonist and a norepinephrine-reuptake inhibitor, with minimal serotonin effects.\(^{80,81}\) As a mu-opioid, it has similar abuse liability to the other strong mu- opioids. The synergistic interaction may be particularly beneficial for patients with neuropathic pain.\(^{80}\) and limited protein binding minimizes the risk of drug–drug interactions.\(^{80}\) An oral ER formulation (Nucynta ER, Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Titusville, NJ, USA) provides a 12-hour duration of effect with comparable analgesia and a favorable gastrointestinal tolerability profile.\(^{51,80,82-85}\) Tapentadol has recently had its indication expanded from chronic moderate to severe pain to include neuropathic pain resulting from diabetic peripheral neuropathy.\(^{61}\)

### Oxycodone

Oxycodone controlled release (OxyContin; Purdue Pharma) is a pure mu-opioid receptor agonist that has an abuse potential similar to that of other strong opioids.\(^{62}\) The controlled-release oxycodone formulation provides delivery of oxycodone continuously over a 12-hour period and has high oral bioavailability (60%–87%) due to low presystemic and/or first-pass metabolism.\(^{62}\) Upon repeated dosing in healthy subjects in pharmacokinetic studies, steady-state
plasma concentrations of oxycodone were achieved within 24–36 hours.62

Methadone
Methadone (Dolophine, Roxane Laboratories, Columbus, OH, USA; Methadose, Mallinckrodt Brand Pharmaceuticals) is a highly lipophilic synthetic mu-opioid agonist with unique pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties.63,64,86 The relative potency may depend upon the dose of the opioid taken before the switch to methadone, and whether the patient was switching from or to methadone.87 Unlike other ER opioids, methadone is an intrinsically long-acting opioid because it has a long and variable half-life, ranging from 12 to 120 hours, compared with 2–4 hours with oral morphine. This has been associated with an elevated risk of overdose deaths, because severe toxicities may not become apparent for 2–5 days.83,86 The low cost of methadone may account for the dramatic increases in prescriptions over the past decade.22,87 Although methadone represents fewer than 5% of opioid prescriptions dispensed, it is implicated in one in three opioid-related deaths.87 Because of its unpredictable pharmacokinetics, caution should be used when prescribing methadone.13

Transdermal formulations
In addition to the ER oral formulations, two transdermal formulations are available, one containing fentanyl and the other containing buprenorphine.65,66 Both fentanyl and buprenorphine are potent synthetic opioids that are highly lipophilic and have a low molecular weight.88,89 In addition to possible cutaneous reactions to the patches, patients should be aware that any direct heat to the attached patch – including increases in body temperature (eg, fevers) or elevations in ambient temperatures (eg, hot tubs, heating blankets) – can substantially increase the amount of active drug released.88,90

Fentanyl
The original transdermal fentanyl reservoir formulation has had problems with adhesion and is associated with a risk of drug leakage and greater ease of drug extraction, limiting its use.91,92 The newer matrix patch (Duragesic, Janssen Pharmaceuticals) was designed with a reduced drug load: drug-containing droplets are contained within a silicone matrix with a rate-controlling membrane.65,91,92 The patch is to be replaced every 72 hours. Comparing reservoir to matrix systems indicates comparable systemic and topical safety profiles, as well as bioequivalent systemic exposures of fentanyl.93 However, increased skin temperature, as through exposure to heat, has been associated with greater fentanyl absorption and may increase the risk of overdose.94,95 In addition, recent research indicates greater intrasubject and intersubject variability in absorption, metabolism due to genetic polymorphisms, and interference of metabolism associated with concomitant medication use than was previously observed, which has been associated with unpredictable adverse effects, including fatalities.96 In general, the matrix patch appears to be less amenable to tampering than the traditional reservoir system: the design of the matrix patch makes it more difficult to extract active drug. Nevertheless, both types of patches contain very high doses of fentanyl both before and after use, increasing the risk for overdose.94

Buprenorphine
Buprenorphine is a semisynthetic derivative of thebaine, and its unique mechanism of action as a partial agonist at the mu-opioid receptor shows a decreased propensity to produce respiratory depression unless combined with other central nervous system (CNS) depressants.85,97 In contrast to the other mu-opioid receptor agonists that are Schedule II agents, buprenorphine is considered a Schedule III drug, meaning that it can be used for medical purposes and has a moderate (vs high) addiction potential. Therapeutic efficacy is achieved with daily doses of 0.5–2 mg, making it 25–50 times more potent as an analgesic per milligram than morphine.89,99 The low-dose transdermal 7-day buprenorphine matrix patch (Butrans, Purdue Pharma), recommended for patients with moderate to severe pain, appears to be efficacious, generally well tolerated, and convenient.96,99–101 The formulation provides continuous delivery of buprenorphine to afford generally consistent plasma drug concentrations throughout the 7-day dosing interval.97 It does not require dosage adjustments in older patients (aged ≥ 65 years) and has an adverse-event profile comparable to other opioid analogues.97 although local skin reactions can be therapy-resistant and may be treatment-limiting.99 In an analysis of long-term use, data from a Norwegian Prescription Database study of 13,451 new users of this patch, from its introduction in November 2005 through December 2008, showed that nearly half (44%) of patients were dispensed only one prescription.102

Therapeutic benefits of extended-release opioids
Among the putative benefits associated with the pharmacokinetic properties of ER formulations are the potential for sustained and consistent analgesia, less end-of-dose
failure or breakthrough pain, and better consolidated nighttime pain control with less need for nighttime dosing.26,27 Nearly 89% of patients with chronic pain report comorbid pain-related sleep disturbance; pain exacerbates sleep problems that can lead to physical and mental symptoms, including depression.26,103–105 Although both IR and ER opioid formulations have the potential to improve sleep, IR agents may not provide as much benefit as ER formulations for patients who wake during the night with pain or who have early morning pain.26 ER agents may facilitate more consolidated sleep patterns compared with IR agents.106,107 Sleep problems resulting from osteoarthritis-induced chronic pain were qualitatively and quantitatively improved after treatment with a once-daily ER morphine formulation.108 Similarly, a higher percentage of patients with pain receiving a buprenorphine transdermal patch compared with patients receiving a placebo patch reported uninterrupted sleep for durations longer than 6 hours.109

Both IR and ER formulations improve QoL measures of mood, social and overall physical function, and work.26 However, ER formulations appear to improve treatment responses and afford better patient perceptions of QoL than do IR formulations.107,109 A recent study under real-world conditions involving once-daily ER morphine sulfate tablets demonstrated significantly reduced pain scores that led to improved sleep and physical functioning among patients with chronic moderate to severe pain over the 3-month study period.65 Another study showed that a once-daily ER morphine sulfate formulation was associated with significantly better and earlier improvements in physical function and ability to work than a twice-daily oxycodone formulation.110

Less frequent dosing may also facilitate greater treatment adherence.5 ER formulations appear to increase adherence and reduce pain-related anxieties.107 Good adherence has been associated with improved treatment efficacy in pain relief and QoL.112

**Clinical practices to promote appropriate choice and use of opioid formulations**

Whether prescribing ER or IR opioid therapy for an individual patient, selecting an appropriate formulation must take into consideration a variety of factors, including patient age, hepatic and renal status, the risk for drug-drug interactions, and the effects of coadministration with alcohol and other CNS depressants (Figure 2).12–14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors to consider before initiating treatment with an opioid analgesic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal or family history of substance use or abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advancing patient age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altered ability to perceive pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May need to adjust dosage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical comorbidity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal insufficiency: dosage adjustments, titrate slowly, closely monitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic insufficiency: care with agents if cytochrome P450 (CYP)-mediated metabolism; oxymorphone contraindicated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preexisting cardiorespiratory impairments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease, brain injury, dementia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbid psychiatric illness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent medication use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase I metabolism mediated by CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 increases risk of drug-drug interactions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioids not metabolized by CYP system: morphine, hydromorphone, oxymorphone, tapentadol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic polymorphisms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coadministration with alcohol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Identifying appropriate candidates for extended-release opioid therapy**

Opioids have demonstrated efficacy against most forms of pain.11 However, prescription opioids are not appropriate for all patients and all chronic pain conditions. According to labeling by the FDA, modified-release opioids are “for the management of moderate to severe pain when a continuous, around-the-clock analgesic is needed for an extended period of time; they are not intended for intermittent dosing or as an as-needed analgesic.”113 In addition, the boxed warning on all modified-release prescription opioids highlights the need for proper patient selection, noting that “persons at increased risk for opioid abuse include those with a personal or family history of substance abuse or mental illness. Patients should be assessed for their clinical risks for opioid abuse or addiction prior to being prescribed opioids. All patients receiving opioids should be routinely monitored for signs of misuse, abuse and addiction.”113

**Reviewing relevant patient health conditions**

Health conditions such as hepatic or renal impairment and presence of cardiovascular disease, dementia, or
cerebrovascular conditions can impact opioid effects, and patients should be assessed for these conditions prior to initiating opioids. Older patients, in particular, may be likely to have one or more of these comorbidities.\textsuperscript{114} The slower metabolism of older patients, along with decreased renal and hepatic blood flow and mass, make them particularly vulnerable to adverse events and increased sensitivities to opioid agents.\textsuperscript{14,76,113,116} In addition, this population has a high use of polypharmacy, which may increase the likelihood of drug–drug interactions.\textsuperscript{117} Similarly, older patients experience an elevated risk of respiratory depression, bradycardia, or hypotension with prescription opioid use.\textsuperscript{114,118,119} Patients with existing cardiorespiratory impairment should be monitored very carefully if prescribed opioids.\textsuperscript{52,114,120}

Most opioid analgesics or their metabolites – active or inactive – are primarily eliminated in the urine, necessitating dosage adjustments for patients with significant renal impairments.\textsuperscript{114} Clinicians can prescribe opioid analgesics – albeit with caution – to patients with renal or hepatic failure, using low doses and slow titration schedules.\textsuperscript{114,121,122} Specific agents, including morphine, codeine, and hydromorphone, should be avoided or used with caution, because of the accumulation of bioactive drug or metabolites, which might result in potential toxicities.\textsuperscript{59,62,65,114,123–127} In patients with renal impairment, accumulation of morphine or codeine can cause severe adverse effects; administration of hydromorphone to patients with chronic renal failure can cause neuroexcitatory symptoms, including pain, cognitive impairments, and seizures.\textsuperscript{114} The high variability in pharmacokinetics associated with methadone leads to recommendations against its use as a first-line agent among older patients.

### Reviewing existing medications for interactions

Research indicates that nearly one in five patients take multiple opioid analgesics: 32% take more than five concurrent medications, and 21% take more than ten medications.\textsuperscript{114,128} Polypharmacy has been associated with poor adherence to treatment and increased potential risk of drug–drug interactions.\textsuperscript{76,129}

Many prescription opioids undergo phase I metabolism mediated by cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes, especially CYP3A4 and CYP2D6. Multiple agents affect 3A4 activity. Fewer affect 2D6, but genetic variations in 2D6 expression may result in altered pharmacokinetics as well. Thus, agents metabolized this way may substantially increase the risk of drug–drug interactions and can influence the efficacy or tolerability of the agent.\textsuperscript{114,130–133} For example, absorption of methadone is mediated by gastric pH and P-glycoprotein and is metabolized in part by CYP3A4 and CYP2D6, resulting in many potential drug interactions.\textsuperscript{86} Morphine, hydromorphone, oxymorphone, and tapentadol are among the few opioid agents that undergo phase II hepatic metabolism via glucuronidation, bypassing CYP-mediated metabolism and thereby reducing the risk of drug–drug interactions involving the CYP450 system.\textsuperscript{114,123,133–136} However, the metabolites themselves may vary in biologic effect, activity, and potency, and therefore awareness of these pathways alone might not be sufficient in avoiding drug–drug interactions or the consequences of accumulated breakdown products.

### Educating patients on alcohol use

Coadministration of prescription opioids with alcohol or other CNS depressants can exacerbate the respiratory depressant effects of opioids. Concurrent use of specific opioid-delivery systems with alcohol can also result in an increase in the release rate of the opioid, an effect known as “dose dumping,” resulting in absorption of a potentially fatal dose of the analgesic.\textsuperscript{117} This phenomenon was observed with an ER formulation of hydromorphone (Palladone CL), leading to the removal of this product from the market.\textsuperscript{138} Variable effects have been observed with an ER formulation of oxymorphone,\textsuperscript{59,139} although a new formulation is being developed that is more resistant to the effects of alcohol.\textsuperscript{73} On the other hand, alcohol has not been found to alter appreciably the release characteristics of morphine sulfate ER capsules or OROS hydromorphone ER tablets.\textsuperscript{137,140–142} Regardless of the pharmacokinetic effects, warnings concerning the coadministration of any opioid with alcohol are warranted, due to the pharmacodynamic effects and the combination of two CNS depressants.

### Collecting complete histories of substance-use behavior

Balancing the risks and benefits of opioid analgesics, therefore, is essential in the management of pain with opioids. In recent decades, a structured approach to manage risk has been recommended (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{13,33,143} Clinicians can adopt a universal precautions approach, in which all patients who might benefit from prescription opioids undergo a substance-use assessment, using an appropriate minimum level of precaution (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{13,33,143} A number of rapid-assessment tools are amenable for use in the primary care setting, including the Opioid Risk Tool\textsuperscript{144} and the Screener and Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain.\textsuperscript{145} Patients should be asked in a non-judgmental manner about current and prior use of licit and
genetic testing is not yet routinely performed. Accordingly, a trial of several different opioids may be necessary to find the appropriate regimen for an individual patient. In a retrospective chart review of patients with chronic pain initiated on opioid therapy, four opioid rotations were required in order for 80% of patients (cumulatively) to find an effective and well-tolerated opioid. Only 36% of patients responded to the first opioid prescribed; approximately one-third discontinued treatment because of ineffectiveness, and another 30% because of side effects.

Iincorporating regular urine screening

Urine toxicology screening can be of use in monitoring patients on long-term opioid therapy, especially those at risk for aberrant behavior. Screening can help improve adherence to therapy by detecting use of prescribed medications, as well as illicit drug use. However, physicians should be aware of the limitations of screening: it is not particularly effective at detecting synthetic opioids, and cross-reactivity between drugs is common.

Planning to address side effects

Given that side effects frequently cause patients to discontinue opioid therapy, clinicians should assess and treat comorbidities and discontinue as appropriate current medications that contribute to the incidence and severity of side effects. Pharmacological approaches for preventing or treating opioid-induced side effects include symptomatic treatment (eg, antiemetics), switching route of administration, using an opioid-sparing regimen (eg, by addition of a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent), or, as discussed above, switching to an alternative opioid.

Minimizing potential for abuse and diversion

The abuse liability of opioids has been well established. Opioids have mood-altering and anxiotolytic effects that can induce euphoria, especially when plasma drug levels quickly rise. However, the means of misuse and abuse differ depending upon an individual’s drug-use history. Experienced abusers are likely to manipulate the tablets (by crushing, injecting, or snorting) to obtain the greatest or fastest response, whereas less experienced users of prescription opioids are likely to misuse the agents by taking more than the recommended dose or by taking the prescribed dose more frequently than recommended. Consequently, rapid-acting IR formulations can be particularly attractive to experienced abusers. Similarly, the greater amount of active agent in ER
formulations also makes them attractive to experienced abusers, and it makes these formulations potentially more lethal when abused. However, clinicians should be aware that the vast majority of opioid abuse is through oral use and does not entail tablet manipulation. Both forms of abuse are important to address, albeit through different venues. Conventional abuse of oral tablets can only be addressed through appropriate patient selection, counseling, and monitoring. Drug manufacturers are trying to address abuse through nonoral routes by developing ADFs. In addition, US governmental agencies have developed Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS) that include, among other strategies, physician education and patient counseling.

**Epidemiology of abuse**

In the US, an increasing number of people are misusing prescription opioids. The proportion of the US population aged 12 years or over that has ever used prescription pain relievers nonmedically increased from 30 million in 2002 to 35 million in 2010. Among first-time users of illicit drugs, nonmedical use of prescription pain relievers was second only to marijuana use in 2009. During the 7-year period between 2002 and 2009, the percentage of young adults aged 18–25 years who misused pain relievers increased from 4.1% to 4.8%, whereas the percentage who abused cocaine or methamphetamines decreased (from 2.0% to 1.5%, and from 0.6% to 0.2%, respectively). College-age students have the highest prevalence rate of nonmedical use of opioids, which they predominantly obtained from friends or parents. Abuse is not limited to young adults, and the rate of illicit drug use in adults aged 50–59 years increased from 2.7% to 5.8% between 2002 and 2010. One study suggests that as many as 75% of patients with pain do not take their prescriptions as prescribed. The prevalence of addiction in the general population is estimated at 10%; compared with general population samples, the frequency of opioid-use disorders is substantially elevated among patients receiving opioid therapy.

Essentially three types of persons abuse or misuse opioid drugs: patients receiving pain medication who also abuse (those who obtain the drug legally for medical use but use it unsafely or in ways not prescribed), recreational drug abusers who obtain the drug illegally for experimentation or to get high, and experienced drug abusers. Patients with pain typically fall into the first category: their most common means of misuse or abuse is through oral administration, by taking more of the medication at or above the recommended doses using the normal route of administration, or by taking the pills when not in pain. This use may be for euphoria, to address other complaints such as anxiety or insomnia (referred to as chemical coping), or for undertreated pain. In contrast, recreational and experienced drug abusers who use opioids may be more likely to alter the drug to change the route of administration. By altering sustained-release formulations through crushing, snorting, or injecting, a greater portion of the drug can be released than originally intended, to provide the high.

Identifying patients at elevated risk of progressing from misuse to abuse is imperative. The boxed warning on all prescription-opioid agents highlights that persons with a personal or family history of substance abuse or mental illness (including but not limited to depression) are at increased risk for opioid abuse. Other potential risk factors include patients with other medical or psychiatric comorbidities and patients with (typically undertreated) significant levels of pain. Aberrant behaviors that suggest misuse or abuse include the use of pain medications for reasons other than pain, evidence of impaired control, compulsive use of the medication, continued use of the opioid agent despite a lack of benefit or a risk of harm, calling for early refills, “losing” prescriptions, or other drug-seeking behaviors, including “doctor shopping.”

**Source of abused prescription opioids**

While the most common motives for opioid abuse include relieving pain, getting high, or experimentation, the most common source of prescription opioids used for nonmedical purposes is from a friend or relative—often for free—the majority of whom had originally received the drug as a prescription from one physician. Fewer than 5% of persons over age 12 years have obtained a prescription pain reliever from a drug dealer or stranger. Data from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions report that prescription-opioid abusers are more likely to be white, male, and college-educated adults. What is unclear is whether the source of the drug is from a legitimate prescriber or from a source that is or is likely an illegitimate prescribing source (ie, so-called pill mills). Recent arrests in Florida highlight the concern of legitimate pain clinics compared to those solely dealing in the illegal prescribing of opioids.

**Pharmacokinetic factors**

Specific drug factors that influence the abuse liability of an agent include its intrinsic pharmacologic activity, its physicochemical properties, and its pharmacokinetic properties (ie, absorption, distribution, biotransformation,
Regarding pharmacokinetic parameters, increases in $C_{\text{max}}$ and decreases in $T_{\text{max}}$ have been associated with greater abuse potential of an opioid formulation.\textsuperscript{164,174} The ratio between these two factors ($C_{\text{max}}/T_{\text{max}}$) has been advanced as a common metric to quantify the abuse potential of a particular formulation, although additional research is necessary to assess the validity of this “abuse quotient.” Consistent with findings from the controlled human abuse-liability studies above, veteran abusers indicate that “attractive” agents are those that produce a rapid onset and a sustained duration of effect.\textsuperscript{173} In contrast, unattractive attributes, such as withdrawal effects, slow onset of effect, unpleasantness of administration, and other negative formulation issues, have been associated with reduced abuse potential.\textsuperscript{173}

Abuse-deterrent formulations

Altering formulations to address the problem of overconsumption, either unintentional or intentional, is not currently possible.\textsuperscript{164} However, drug manufacturers are now developing ADFs with the aim of either making opioid analgesics less attractive for nonoral abuse or increasing the consequences of abuse, ultimately to minimize the abuse of opioids among recreational reward-seekers. Current ER opioid formulations maintain constant plasma levels for prolonged periods, thereby reducing the euphoric effects of the drug through less rapid rises in plasma levels and lower peak levels.\textsuperscript{35,176} The current approaches for ADFs or abuse-resistant formulations involve including physical barriers to tampering, agonist–antagonist formulations (eg, naltrexone), modified-release formulations, and formulations that are or become highly viscous when attempts are made to defeat the ER mechanisms.\textsuperscript{154,164,177,178} Examples include the currently available OROS hydromorphone ER (Exalgo), the new OxyContin formulation that has tamper-resistant properties, and a number of possible formulations currently under investigation: oxycodone ER in high-viscosity hard gelatin capsules (Remoxy; Pain Therapeutics, Austin, TX, USA); two oral oxycodone formulations using the DETERx tamper-resistant formulation (COL-003 and COL-172; Collegium Pharmaceutical, Cumberland, RI, USA); and an oxycodone formulation combined with naltrexone (OxyNal, Elite Pharmaceuticals, Northvale, NJ, USA; PTI-801 or Oxytrex, Pain Therapeutics).\textsuperscript{21}

A study that compared the abuse potential of OROS hydromorphone ER with IR hydromorphone among subjects with a history of recreational opioid use showed that the delayed onset of good drug effects and prominent bad drug effects of the OROS ER formulation was likely to decrease its potential for abuse.\textsuperscript{35} The hard outer shell of the OROS hydromorphone ER tablet further minimizes its abuse potential by making the tablet substantially more difficult to manipulate through chewing or biting.\textsuperscript{78} In addition, research indicates that only 50% of active ingredient was recovered after 24 hours of immersion in water, and only 30% was recovered after milling.\textsuperscript{79} Another ADF involves embedding pellets of ER morphine sulfate with a sequestered core of naltrexone (MS-sNT, Embeda): naltrexone is released if the capsule is crushed, mitigating any morphine-induced effects.\textsuperscript{179} This formulation is currently not being marketed. There are, as yet, no data establishing an increased efficacy or decreased risk of misuse or abuse with this formulation.\textsuperscript{180}

A controlled-release formulation of oxycodone has been associated with less drug-liking than the IR formulation when intact tablets are taken whole, requiring nearly twofold-higher doses to achieve comparable subjective effects.\textsuperscript{176} In an effort to curb the widespread nonmedical use and abuse of controlled-release oxycodone, the FDA approved a new tamper-resistant formulation in 2010.\textsuperscript{181} The controlled-release polymer system of the new formulation makes the tablet more difficult to crush, chew, dissolve, or melt, potentially discouraging injection and inhalation.\textsuperscript{20,181} Recent data from 103 opioid-dependent patients entering treatment programs in the United States showed that reporting of controlled-release oxycodone as the primary drug of abuse decreased from 35.6% of respondents before release of the new formulation to 12.8% 21 months later ($P < 0.001$),\textsuperscript{20} supporting the utility of tamper-resistant properties in curbing abuse. A water-insoluble oral formulation of oxycodone ER is also currently in development. Research suggests this formulation (either whole or chewed) has a significantly lower abuse potential on a drug-liking subscale compared with either oxycodone ER or oxycodone IR, when manipulated.\textsuperscript{36}

In summary, ADFs are an incremental improvement that may decrease certain forms of abuse involving tablet manipulation. However, because oral abuse is more common, it is important for clinicians to adhere to best-practice guidelines for prescribing opioids, which include stratifying patients according to risk, counseling patients about the risks of their medications, and periodically monitoring and reassessing patients for signs of misuse or abuse. Unfortunately, it is not possible for ADFs to fully address the problems of abuse, misuse, or diversion. While these formulations may offer additional deterrence, clinicians should not have a false sense of security associated with ADFs.
Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies
The goal of REMS is to ensure that a drug’s benefits outweigh any risks in clinical practice. To address the escalating problem of prescription-drug abuse, the FDA has proposed a prescription-drug abuse-prevention plan that includes opioid REMS, patient–provider agreements and guidelines, an increased use of prescription-drug monitoring programs, and establishing regulations for controlled-substance prescription drugs. Toward this end, physicians may be required to undergo mandatory education, provide patient education, and potentially enroll patients into registries. A government blueprint has been created that emphasizes that health-care professionals have a responsibility to ensure the safe and effective use of ER opioid analgesics, and that providers are knowledgeable about these agents.

The four main components of this blueprint comprise patient screening, initiating and discontinuing treatment, managing opioid treatment (including goal-setting), and counseling patients about appropriate opioid use. When assessing patients for possible treatment with ER opioid analgesics, clinicians are recommended to assess the potential risks against the potential benefits of prescription-opioid use, and to determine the individual patient’s risk of abuse and tolerance for opioids.

Physicians should be aware of current regulations and appropriate dose selection and titration of opioid therapies. This includes familiarity with converting from IR to ER formulations, as well as equianalgesic dosing concepts. While managing patients on opioid therapy, clinicians must focus on appropriate goal-setting and integrating patient–provider agreements and prescription-drug monitoring programs. In addition, clinicians should be familiar with how to manage adverse events and tolerance, and should continue to monitor the patient’s symptoms and any underlying medical conditions. During chronic treatment, physicians should periodically assess continuing requirements for opioid analgesia on an individual patient basis.

Of particular importance is the need to counsel patients and their caregivers adequately regarding the safe use, storage, and disposal of ER opioids. Proper disposal of unused medicine is essential for preventing unintentional overdose. Although most medications can be disposed of in the household trash (after mixing them with an unpalatable substance such as coffee grounds and sealing the mixture in a bag) or taken to drug “take-back” programs in the community, for controlled substances such as strong ER opioids, the FDA recommends flushing the unused medication to reduce risk of exposure to patients’ household members.

These processes embody many best practices recommended by numerous authors for the safe use of opioids. However, the degree to which REMS and other opioid-prescribing guidelines will impact the upward trend in opioid prescribing is unknown.

Conclusion
Chronic pain is a substantial problem that is likely to continue growing with the aging of the American population. It is currently underdiagnosed and undertreated, leading to substantial burdens on both the personal and the national level. Appropriate management typically includes the use of prescription-opioid analgesics; however, many clinicians remain hesitant and confused about the proper use of opioid analgesics. In addition to proper patient selection and ongoing monitoring, new formulations using ER technologies and other abuse-deterrent approaches may help combat the growing risk of abuse or misuse.
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